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Introduction
With the ever increasing demand and competition for global energy resources

among nations, it is essential to explore and tap into various energy sources to reduce
dependency on global markets. Renewable energy sources offer a great opportunity to
create localized and often more stable energy supplies compared to obtaining energy
from global markets. Various technologies, such as solar and wind energy harvesting,
have been developed and implemented in large utility scales. Another promising field
is wave energy harvesting, which has been under development for many decades.
However, recent advancements in technologies are making their large scale
implementation more economically feasible.
Wave energy possesses some advantages over other renewable sources, such as
wind and solar. Wave energy is much denser than wind and solar energy, allowing for
higher energy extraction with lower cost. It is also more predictable than wind. This
allows for more reliable generation forecasting and dispatching.
While there are many advantages to wave energy harvesting, several
challenges need to be addressed prior to making it feasible for utility scale
implementation. One hurdle is the cost of the development and maintenance of the
equipment used for wave energy conversion. The ocean is a very corrosive
environment, and measures should be taken to ensure that electronic equipment is
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adequately protected from corrosion. This is important because constantly replacing
and maintaining components can greatly reduce the cost benefits of this technology.
Another fundamental challenge to wave energy harvesting is the large
variation in the power that is extracted from a wave at any given time. The peak
power generated is several times higher than the average power. This creates great
challenges for engineers to design a cost effective system that can handle the high
levels of power and yet maintain acceptable efficiency. This issue will be discussed
further in this thesis.
While there are some hurdles to overcome, wave energy could become a major
part of the overall renewable energy portfolio for the world and for the United States.
It has been estimated by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) that the potential
energy that can be extracted in the U.S. is equivalent to 6.5% of the total U.S. electric
supply. While this number may seem small, it is equivalent to the entire existing
supply of Hydropower in the U.S. [1]. In order to bring wave energy harvesting closer
to large scale implementation, it is necessary to reduce the development and testing
cost by creating software and hardware tools that help engineers and designers to
efficiently and cost effectively build and validate their designs. This thesis discusses
some hardware and software tools that were developed to assist designers with
optimum components selection and to enable them to faster and more accurately test
their scaled mooring systems in test tanks, a task that has been very difficult and costly
to date.
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Programmable Mooring Controller (PMC)

2.1 Background
One of the challenges of wave energy harvesting is the high cost of product
development. As a result, it is important to perform detailed analysis and testing of the
system prior to full scale implementation. Many wave energy development firms
perform simulations of their design and then conduct tank testing for a smaller scale
model. Tank testing is an essential part of the design validation, because much of the
modeling software available cannot accurately simulate the complex dynamic
interactions between a buoy and its surrounding waves. One complex system
particularly difficult to accurately simulate is a mooring system.
A mooring system is an important part of a wave energy converter, one which
can greatly affect the performance and efficiency of the overall system. Hence, it is
essential for the mooring design to be properly characterized and tested. The main
purpose of a mooring is to keep the WEC on state during normal operation and during
survival mode [2]. Mooring lines directly affect the dynamics and the oscillation
pattern of the wave energy converter. As a result, they have a great impact on the
overall efficiency of the system. During tank testing, a mooring design needs to be
thoroughly tested and characterized. Generally, mooring system technologies used for
wave energy converters are technologies that have been developed by offshore oil and
gas industries. A major challenge during tank testing has been how to properly and
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accurately emulate the characteristics of the mooring systems, because such systems
are typically characterized by complex and nonlinear dynamics.
Mooring systems can be categorized in two configurations: (1) single point
mooring and (2) spread mooring. Single point mooring allows the WEC to
weathervane, while spread mooring restricts the motion of the WEC along the
horizontal plane and prevents the WEC from weathervaning. Depending on the
technology used for wave energy conversion, an appropriate mooring method should
be used. Materials used for the mooring lines are generally chains, wires, or synthetic
ropes. Chains provide good catenary stiffness and are abrasion resistant. However,
their restraining stiffness may not be appropriate for some energy converter
technologies. They can hamper the oscillation motion of the WEC that is required to
convert energy. There are ways to alleviate the stiffness issue by adding floats and
weights used in configurations such as Lazy S, Steep S, Lazy Wave, and Steep Wave
[2]. Synthetic ropes are advantageous due to their buoyancy, a property which reduces
the mooring weight influence during normal operation. Ropes are good candidates for
deep water applications [3]. However, reliability issues related to such factors as
fatigue and fish bites can affect their performance and dynamic characteristics [2].
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Fig. 1. Typical mooring systems for wave energy converters: A) catenary line; B) taut
line; C) taut line with mid-column float; D) taut line with weights; E) taut line with
weights and floats [4].
Each mooring configuration imparts a different force as a function of
displacement associated with each degree of freedom of motion, and each will have a
different impact on WEC energy capture and behavior. Creating accurate scaled
models of different mooring configurations for scaled tank testing is typically difficult
and tedious. This thesis presents a programmable mooring controller (PMC) that can
emulate any tension-displacement characteristic curve.

2.2 Theory of Operation
Full scale mooring systems exhibit highly nonlinear characteristics.
Consequently, it has been very difficult to emulate nonlinear behaviors for scaled
mooring lines for tank testing. Conventionally, the nonlinear characteristic curve has
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been divided into one or more linearized regions. Each region is then modeled using a
spring that has tension characteristics similar to the desired curve for that region. This
method is very expensive, time consuming, and limited. Custom springs may be
required to emulate a segment of the curve (see Fig. 2). This can dramatically increase
the cost of testing. Additionally, any modification to the desired characteristic curve
may require replacing the springs in the system, increasing development cost.

Fig. 2. Conventional methods use one or more custom springs in the mooring line to
create a nonlinear characteristic curve. Proposed mooring system actively follows any
desired curve.
The Programmable Mooring Controller (PMC) solves the mentioned
limitations by allowing the user to program any desired tension-displacement curve
and easily change or modify the curve whenever necessary without the need to change
any hardware. This allows a designer to quickly and easily validate various mooring
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characteristics. To create a multi-line mooring system, any number of PMCs can be
combined to create different mooring system configuration (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Four-point mooring system in which multiple PMCs can be used to create any
desired mooring configuration.
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Fig. 4. Basic functional representation of a programmable mooring controller.
Each PMC incorporates a load cell and an encoder which feeds tension and
positional data back to the PLC. The PLC then uses its Proportional, Integral,
Derivative (PID) loop control to determine the required output PWM for the DC motor
to maintain the desired tension according to the tension-displacement curve. PID is a
simple yet robust control algorithm that has been widely adopted in connection with
various industrial applications, such as temperature and pressure control.
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Fig. 5. PID controller loop.
For this application, the PID controller takes the difference between the desired
tension and the actual measured tension from the load cell as input. It then calculates
the output to the plant (which is the PWM command frequency) derived from the
following equations:

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑝 𝑒(𝑡) + 𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 + 𝐾𝑑

𝑑
𝑒(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑦(𝑡)

2-1
2-2

Where:
𝑟(𝑡): Desired set point
𝑦(𝑡): Measured Output from the plant
𝐾𝑝 : Proportional gain
𝐾𝑖 : Integral gain
𝐾𝑑 : Derivative gain
For this application, 𝑟(𝑡) is the desired tension obtained from the tensiondisplacement curve, and 𝑦(𝑡) is the measured tension by the load cell. For the PID
controller to operate properly, the proportional, integral, and derivative gains need to
be appropriately selected. Incorrect selection of these values may produce a very slow
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system that does not respond to a change fast enough, or it may put the entire system
into an unstable region where damage to the equipment may occur. There are many
methods available to tune the PID controller. If an accurate model of the plant is
available, the poles of the system can mathematically be placed for optimal
performance. This can easily be done using tools such as Matlab/Simulink. If an
accurate model of the plant is not available, which is usually the case, other methods,
for example, Ziegler-Nichols, can be used for tuning the system [5]. Tuning using this
method involves setting the integral and derivative terms to zero and increasing the
proportional term until the output of the system starts oscillating. The characteristics
of the oscillation are then used to obtain the PID terms. Because an accurate model of
the plant for the WEC was not available, the Ziegler-Nichols method was used for the
initial tuning of the system.

2.3 Hardware Description
One of the main objectives for the hardware design was to incorporate off-theshelf components and modules to allow easier part replacement and maintenance. The
following items are the core components of the system:


Programmable Logic Controller (PLC): The PLC was used to collect data from
the Load cell and the encoder and output the appropriate PWM signal to the
DC motor to maintain the desired tension using a PID loop. The FMD88-10
PLC from Triangle Research was chosen for this application. This PLC has
features such as RS-485, Ethernet ports, analog outputs, encoder input, and
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PWM output ports. Ladder Logic and Basic was used to program the
controller.


Load Cell: Each PMC contains a load cell to measure the tension on the line.
The tension is fed to the PLC for the PID control. A WMC miniature
submersible load cell and a CSC inline signal conditioner from Interface was
selected. Tensions of up to 55 N could be measured with the load cell.



DC Brushed Motor: A small geared DC brushed motor from Pittman is used to
maintain the desired tension. This is a low cost motor with an optical encoder
and torque characteristics that satisfy the application requirements.



Power Supplies: A linear power supply and a Switching Mode Power Supply
(SMPS) were used to power the digital circuitry and the motor, respectively.
The reason for using two separate power supplies was to isolate the sensitive
digital/analog circuitry from the PWM switching noise of the motor.



Digital to Analog Converter: An off the shelf module from SuperLogics
(model # 8024) was used to add extra analog outputs for telemetry data (i.e.,
positional and tension data) that can be used by SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) systems. The A/D module interfaces with the PLC via a
dedicated RS-485 port. The module can reside within the PMC enclosure or it
can be placed near the SCADA system for more noise immunity.



Frequency Divider: The maximum frequency of the encoder from the DC
motor was higher than the capability of the input channel of the PLC. As a
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result, a frequency divider from US Digital was used to make the encoder
signals compatible with the PLC.


Custom PCB: A printed circuit board (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) was used to
implement a high power H-bridge for running the DC motor. A breaking
resistor circuitry was incorporated in the PCB to burn off any excess power
generated by the back electromagnetic force (EMF).

Fig. 6. Custom PCB is comprised of a voltage regulator, H-bridge chip, digital I/O
buffer, and burning resistor.
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Fig. 7. Custom PCB layout for PWM signal generation and burning resistor circuitry.
Enclosures for the PMCs have two pre-configured hole patterns to allow for
the load cell to be mounted either inside the enclosure or in-line with the mooring line.
This is to allow the load cell either to be installed inside the enclosure when it is
desired that the load cell to remain dry or to be installed close to the mooring point and
in the water so that more accurate tension measurements can be obtained. The panel
can easily be set up for either configuration.
Each PMC can be controlled and operated independently. It can also be used
with other PMCs to form many common mooring system configurations. For
example, a three line mooring system can be implemented by using three PMCs
placed equidistant from each other. Fig. 3 shows a four point mooring system using
four PMCs. The maximum number of PMCs that can be monitored and controlled
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simultaneously within the application software is four. However, setups with more
than four PMCS are still possible since each PMC has an independent controller unit.

Fig. 8. Components/Modules used in the programmable mooring controller. Hardware
cost for items above are around $3000.
Communication between the PMC and the host computer is done via TCP/IP.
PMCs are connected to a wireless router via CAT-5 cable. The wireless functionality
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allows the host PC to connect to the mooring system wirelessly. As a result, multiple
users can program and/or monitor the system remotely via the internet.

2.4 User Interface
Two separate Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) were developed. The first GUI
is a basic interface that allows the user to connect to the PMC using any standard web
browser. It has limited functionality for configuring the PMC as well as some basic
data monitoring. Its main purpose is to provide quick access to the PMCs without the
need to install any software.
The second GUI is a Windows-based application that was developed using
Visual Studio Basic. It is more feature-rich and capable than the basic GUI. It provides
an intuitive and capable environment for the user to program and monitor the mooring
system. The software is comprised of four sections that will be discussed here.

2.4.1 Communication Setup Page
Each PMC communicates with the host PC via TCP/IP. As a result each PMC
will have a unique IP address that needs to be provided to the application for the
communication to be established. Up to four PMCs can be connected to the host PC
and monitored via the application software. The user can provide the IP address of
each PMC in this page and then verify the connection (see Fig. 9).
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There is also a communication console which displays all the communication
that is occurring between the application and each PMC. It outputs raw text data and it
is only used for troubleshooting.

Fig. 9. Communication setup page where application can communicate with up to four
PMCs at a time.

2.4.2 Controller Setup Page
This section allows the user to individually control and program the tensiondisplacement curve for each PMC. After selecting the desired PMC from the dropdown menu, the DC motor can be jogged forward or backward for positioning of the
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WEC. The position of the WEC can also be set/reset to any desired value (see Fig.
10).
There are two options for programming the tension-displacement curve. The
first option is to provide the desired tension as a function of displacement,
acceleration, and velocity. Another option is to provide a data file that contains data
pairs (tension, position). Up to 500 data points can be analyzed. The PMC will
perform a linear interpolation between data points.
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Fig. 10. Controller setup page.

2.4.3 Live Monitoring Page
On this page, the automatic tension control can be started or stopped. Once the
start button is pressed, all of the enabled PMCs will start to actively maintain the
desired tension on their line. Pressing the stop button will halt the automatic tension
control.
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Live monitoring of the PMC’s telemetry data, such as current position,
controller status, current speed, and desired and actual tension, can be done via this
page. The communication rate can be as fast as 30ms intervals and as slow as every
few seconds. Data can also be saved into a CSV file format for offline data
processing. For better data visualization, telemetry data are updated and plotted on a
chart for every PMC (see Fig. 11). Live monitoring can be performed even if the
automatic tension controller is not running.

Fig. 11. Live monitoring and control page.

2.4.4 Engineering Page
In order to make the PMC as flexible and configurable as possible, many of the
values and constants that are used in calculations within the PLC are accessible via
registers. The engineering page allows the user to view and modify all the
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configuration registers (see Fig. 12). Different sections in the engineering page are
explained in the following six subsections.

2.4.4.1 PID Setup
The dynamic behavior of a WEC is different from design to design.
Consequently, for optimal performance, the tension controller PID needs to be tuned
for each application. The proportional, integral, and derivative gains can be read and
setup from this page. The PID output can also be limited if maximum speed for the
application is undesirable.

2.4.4.2 Encoder/Pulley Information
If the encoder on the motor is replaced with a different resolution encoder, the
new resolution value should be updated in this page. Also if the pulley connected to
the shaft of the DC motor gets replaced with a pulley of a different size, its diameter
needs to be updated here.

2.4.4.3 Load Cell Information
Load cells can easily be replaced in order to increase a tension requirement (as
long as it does not exceed the maximum torque of the motor) or to improve accuracy.
If a different load cell is used, all the load cell parameters should be updated
accordingly in this page for proper operation.
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2.4.4.4 Motor Information
Motor information, such as desired switching frequency and the maximum
force the motor is capable of producing, can be entered here. Maximum force is used
by the PLC to make sure the user defined tension-displacement curve never goes
above this value.

2.4.4.5 Calibration
The calibration offset and factor are related to the load cell reading. If the load
cell is replaced with a new module, the calibration values need to be updated for
proper and accurate reading.

2.4.4.6 Soft Limits
Soft limits are used for manual jogging to make sure the system does not
operate beyond a certain range to avoid potential damage to the WEC.
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Fig. 12. Engineering menu.

2.5 System Performance
The PMC was tested both in the lab setting as well as with Columbia Power
Technology’s 33rd scale model during tank testing. Proper tuning of the PID loop for
tension control proved to be challenging at first. During the development of this
system, the test tank and the buoy were not available for proper performance testing
and tuning. An accurate model of the plant that could have been used to derive an
optimal PID loop for the system using Matlab simulation was also unavailable.
Another issue was how to create a stable response at higher tension values
above 30N. The problem was due to using an inelastic fishing wire as the mooring
line. The line can be tensed but cannot be compressed. A slight movement of the
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motor or the buoy toward lowering the tension would drop the tension to zero. The
same was true when the line would go from being loose to tense. This would cause a
condition known as snap loading, where induced tension spikes. The sharp drop or
spike in the tension would cause the control loop to overreact and make the system
unstable. To overcome this problem, a small piece of elastic cord was added to the end
of the mooring line, creating a buffer zone that allowed the tension to gradually
increase or decrease. This simple modification dramatically improved the stability of
the system by reducing snap loading. The performance of the system could be further
improved by adding a larger piece of an elastic cord or by using an elastic line. Some
modification to the software would be required in order to implement this change.
Having an elastic cord would allow the buoy to move around without the encoder
registering any change. As a result, the tension and spring constant of the cord would
need to be taken into account for proper calculation of the position of the buoy.
The PMC was initially tested in the lab using hand movement in lieu of the
actual buoy. Fig. 14 shows the performance of the system in the lab. As can be seen,
the actual tension curve follows the desired curve closely. The PMC was also tested
during Columbia Power Technology’s tank testing of their 33rd scale model (see Fig.
13). The performance of the system (see Fig. 15) was tested for tensions from 0.3N up
to 55N (load cell maximum limit). As can be seen, the actual tension follows the
desired tension well. Some improvements and software bug fixes for the PID
controller were made after the tank testing that should further improve the system
performance and reliability. For example, during tank testing the PID controller output
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was going directly into generating PWM signals. When the desired tension would
reach, the output would simply go to zero. This is not the desired behavior for this
type of systems. The new version uses the output of the PID and adds the value to the
current PWM speed. This way when the desired tension is reached, instead of PWM
output to go to zero, it maintains its current value. This significantly improved the
performance and eliminated the PWM chip faulting due to over current that occurred
several times during tank testing.

Fig. 13. PMC during Columbia Power Technology’s tank testing.
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Fig. 14. System performance in the lab setup.

Fig. 15. System performance during an actual 33rd scale WEC testing.
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3

Grid-Tie Inverter Simulation

3.1 Background
Wave energy harvesting technologies have been in development for many
decades. However, their utility scale implementations are lagging behind wind and
solar technologies. Wave energy conversion has several advantages over other
renewable energy sources. Waves have higher energy density and wave energy
converters have lower environmental, visual, and noise impact [6]. Also, wave energy
forecasting is much more reliable than wind. This enables the utility companies to
better dispatch the energy generation from wave energy converters. While there are
many advantages to wave energy harvesting, several technical challenges need to be
addressed in order to consider this technology viable and economically feasible.
An important challenge in wave power generation is the nature and dynamics
of the waves. Power generated from waves is cyclical with relatively slow
frequencies. Also, its instantaneous power can vary greatly from its average power
during each wave cycle (see Fig. 16). This creates some fundamental challenges in
harvesting the wave energy efficiently and economically. On one hand, it is desired to
extract maximum amount of power from waves via various techniques, such as the
methods described in [7], and [8]. On the other hand, all the electrical components for
the power conversion need to be sized according to the potential maximum power
generated which can increase the overall cost of the system while reducing the
efficiency. The reduction in efficiency is primarily due to power electronics that are
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used (i.e. grid tie inverters) in the system. Grid tie inverters are used to transfer power
from the generators to the grid. They operate most efficiently at their rated
specifications. Since wave energy has very high peak to average power ratio, an
inverter’s rating needs to be much higher than the average power transferred. This
results in reduced efficiency because the inverter will operate below its rated values
for the majority of the time.

Fig. 16. Peak power vs. average power.
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In order to bring large scale wave energy conversion closer to reality, it is
necessary to find ways to resolve the high peak to average power ratio problem.
Reducing the peak to power ratio will enable the designers to use lower rated
equipment, hence increasing efficiency and reducing overall system cost. Much
research has been conducted on ways to reduce the peak to average power ratio and
DC bus voltage control [9] [10] [11] [12]. Some of the control methods being
developed through these research efforts are briefly discussed.

3.2 Power Ratio Reduction Strategies
3.2.1 Power Capping
In order to reduce the peak to average power ratio, a compromise between
maximizing the average power extraction and avoiding installing unnecessary high
power rating components must be reached. One method of achieving this objective is
by capping the power generation at a certain level.
Limiting the power generation from the wave energy converters is achieved by
reducing the peak power, thereby reducing the ratio of peak power to the average
power. This may be done mechanically or electrically by limiting either the torque or
current of power converters [10]. Hydraulics may be used to mechanically lock the
generator’s moving parts, stopping any further power generation if the power limit is
reached. For some designs, the high torque required to lock the generator in high sea
conditions may make the implementation impractical or economically unfeasible.
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Power capping may be the simplest solution to lowering the power rating of
electrical components, which in turn, reduces the overall cost of the system. For
optimal performance, this technique should be used in conjunction with an energy
storage solution. The amount of power capping necessary and the size of energy
storage need to be researched and analyzed in order to design the most efficient
system for a given ocean environment. The energy storage solution is briefly discussed
in later sections, followed by detail simulation of a WEC that incorporates super
capacitors as storage solutions.

3.2.2 Array Control
As previously mentioned, a major challenge with wave energy converters is
the high peak-to-average power ratio. All of the electrical components and modules
need to be sized for peak power, which leads to high component cost and reduction in
efficiency. One technique that can greatly help with reduction of the peak-to-average
power ratio is to incorporate an array of converters’ outputs into one DC bus link.
Studies show that this can reduce the peak to average ratio by a factor of four [13]. A
common DC bus link basically acts as an averaging device that balances out different
converters’ contribution to the bus, thereby reducing the peak-to-average ratio and
improving power quality.
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Fig. 17. Electrical schematic for array configuration.
The basic concept of an array of converters involves arranging them in such a
way that only one converter interacts with the crest of the wave at a given time. In this
manner, only one converter is producing peak power at a given time. Because wave
periods change yearly, the spacing of the converters may need to be adjusted for
optimum configuration. Unlike a single WEC configuration, an array configuration
has one DC bus link for all the converters in the array (see Fig. 18).

Fig. 18. WEC array configuration.
The actual configuration and angle of the converter array depends on the
hydrodynamics of the WEC and the site’s characteristics. Prior to full scale
deployment, it is necessary to perform a full analysis to find the optimum
configuration. Concerns such as shadowing, that is, reduction of power generation
due to effects of another converter affecting the wave, should also be taken into
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consideration. While this method does not reduce the peak power generated, it
improves the overall efficiency of the system by reducing the peak to average power
ratio. As a result, the components still need to be sized based on generated peak
power. However, because the average power is significantly higher than a single
converter, the efficiency of the system is improved.

3.2.3 Energy Storage
There are various types of power takeoff systems that have been developed for
wave energy harvesting. These technologies can be classified into the following
categories: (1) air turbine system, (2) hydraulic system, and (3) direct drive linear
wave energy converter [9]. While the energy density within the wave may be high, it
is generally characterized by low-speed with high force. This characteristic requires a
relatively complex mechanical conversion to convert to a higher speed for generators
to function properly. Direct drives, on the other hand, do not need an intermediate
step to convert the low-speed mechanical energy. This in turn reduces the cost and
complexity of the system. The drawback of these systems is that the power generated
from the direct drives is cyclical with twice the frequency of the wave, which
translates into large fluctuations in power generation that vary as the wave amplitude
and period changes throughout the year. If the WEC is to be interfaced with the grid, it
is important to achieve an output with a relatively constant power flow. This will help
to create a more stable grid and will ensure proper dispatching for the utility operators
while minimizing flickering of the system for weak grids.
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Previously it was discussed that creating an array of converters along with
power capping can help reduce the peak-to-average power ratio. However, these
solutions in and of themselves are not enough. Another important aspect of reducing
the peak-to-average power ratio and improving the power quality going out to the grid
is the incorporation of electrical energy storage capacity for the wave energy
converters. Besides reducing the peak-to-average ratio, energy storage can be used for
reactive power correction [14]. This may be required because the linear machines
exhibit low power factor due to large internal inductance of the generators [9]. The
energy storage capacity can be used to compensate for current components that are not
part of the active power transfer. A detailed method on how to provide instantaneous
reactive power compensation is provided in [14].
There are many technologies that have been used for energy storage
applications such as flywheels, batteries (i.e. lithium ions), and super capacitors.
There are many advantages and disadvantage associated with each technology. Super
capacitors appear to be gaining momentum for implementation in connection with
various renewable energy storage solutions [15]. They have a large power density and
can be cycled many times more than other types of batteries. However, they have
relatively lower energy density compared to other battery types, such as Lithium Ion
batteries [15]. Along with lithium ion batteries, the super capacitors may be used to
create the most optimal hybrid energy storage solution for a given application [9].
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The super capacitors can be directly connected to the DC bus link or they can
be protected from voltage variation of the DC bus link by using a DC/DC converter as
an intermediate block between the bus link and the energy storage [16] (see Fig. 19).

Fig. 19. Energy storage protected from voltage variation of DC bus link by a DC/DC
converter.
This thesis presents a model for finding the most optimal energy storage size for a
given system using the actual sea state input power data.

3.3 Modeling and Control
Two separate models were developed for analyzing the performance of a WEC
using various energy storage capacity and inverter ratings. The first model can
quickly determine the required capacitance to maintain a certain voltage on the DC
bus link given a specific input power dataset. It calculates the required energy storage
based on the following equation:

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑡 = ∫ 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

3-1
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𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = max[𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑡 ]

3-2

It should be noted that equation 3-1 uses integration with saturation lower limit
at 0. When the output of the integrator reaches the lower limit, its integral action is
turned off to prevent integral wind up. This will ensure that the model resembles an
actual energy storage unit. Once the energy is fully depleted from the storage unit it
will stop going into the negative energy region.

Fig. 20. Charge and discharge conditions for the energy storage unit.
This model can quickly help engineers determine the minimum required
energy storage for a given site. A simple graphical user interface was developed to
provide a more user-friendly experience (see Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21. Graphical User Interface for quick capacitance calculation given a specific
power input data set.
This model does not take into account the physical limitation of the system,
such as maximum charge/discharge rate or DC bus voltage control scheme. It does not
show the actual DC bus voltage variation and output power quality. It will, however,
be adequate as a first-step calculation and analysis tool. A more complex model was
developed to analyze the DC bus voltage and the output power variation for a given
site. The model was developed in Simulink/Matlab. Its main blocks consist of an
input power source, a capacitor bank for energy storage, a controller that determines
the output power, and a breaking resistor for burning extra generated power that the
system cannot handle (see Fig. 22).

Fig. 22 Simulink model of a wave energy converter.
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The model accepts a generated power dataset as input. The controller then
determines what the desired output power should be based on the inverter rating. The
excess power is then stored in the energy storage unit. If there is not enough capacity
in the capacitor bank, the excess power is dissipated via the breaking resistors. The
DC bus link voltage is determined from the following equations:
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

3-3

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 = ∫ 𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑡

3-4

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

1 2
𝐶𝑉
2 𝑐𝑎𝑝

2
𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑝 = √ ∫ 𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑡
𝐶

3-5

3-6

The controller block in the model consists of a few different control algorithms
that can be chosen for simulation. Some of these control algorithms are a PID
controller, a modified PID controller with two set points, a simple control based on
energy level, and a fuzzy logic controller. Added storage capacity allows more
advanced control techniques besides just regulating the DC bus voltages. Algorithms
such as reactive power control [14] and Fuzzy Logic [17] can be implemented for
improving power quality and tighter DC bus regulation.
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Fig. 23 Input power data used for simulating various control algorithms (Hs = 3.5 m,
Ts = 9 s).

3.3.1 Simple PID Controller
The first control scheme used in the model is a PID controller that operates
based on the energy level stored at the energy storage bank (see Fig. 24). The desired
energy level (set point) is determined based on the desired DC bus voltage. As the DC
bus voltage is raised, the PID will command higher output power to lower the DC bus
voltage in order to maintain the desired energy level. As energy drops below the
desired set point, the output power is reduced until the energy reaches an ideal level.
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝐾𝑝 +

𝐾𝑖
+ 𝐾𝑑 𝑆)
𝑆

3-7
3-8
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where, 𝐾𝑝 , 𝐾𝑖 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝑑 are proportional, integral and derivative gains associated to the
PID control loop. The error is fed into the controller and the output power is then
calculated using equation 3-8.

Fig. 24. PID controller for regulating DC bus energy level.

Fig. 25. Power output and DC bus voltage variation using an inverter with a minimum
rating of 300 kW and 200 F energy storage, using a DC bus energy PID controller.
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3.3.2 PID Controller with Two Set-Points
The PID controller described previously is very effective at regulating the DC
bus voltage (see Fig. 25). However, looking at the output power, it can be seen that
the energy storage is not being fully utilized to smooth out the output power. For this
reason, another controller was developed to better utilize the energy storage when
sufficient input power is unavailable. To have the output inverter operate at its rated
value, two separate PID loops were used. The first loop has a set point that
corresponds to the desired energy level based on the ideal DC bus voltage. The
second loop’s set point is lower than the first set point but is slightly above the
minimum allowed energy level. The second loop takes control when the energy drops
below the desired level (see Fig. 26).
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Fig. 26. Power output and DC bus voltage variation using an inverter with a minimum
rating of 300 kW and 200 F energy storage, using a DC bus energy multi set point PID
controller.

3.3.3 Linear Ratio Controller
A third control scheme implemented uses the ratio of actual energy available to
the desired energy level and multiplies this ratio by the maximum output power as in
(3-7).

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐾 ∗

2
2
(𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
)
− 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑃
2
2
(𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) 𝑚𝑎𝑥

3-7

where K is a predetermined constant ranging from 0 to 1.
As can be seen from Fig. 27, the output power is comparable to the other two
previously described controllers. The initial simulation results show that this method,
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while simpler than a PID controller, produces an acceptable output power variation
while still maintaining the DC bus voltage within its limits.

Fig. 27. Power output and DC bus voltage variation using an inverter with a minimum
rating of 200 kW and 200 F energy storage.

3.3.4 Fuzzy Logic Controller
All the previously described control algorithms are limited in the sense that
they are single-input-single-output (SISO) controllers. Theoretically, there are two
inputs that can be used to determine the output power, namely DC bus energy level
and input power level. For this reason, a fuzzy controller was implemented for
regulating the DC bus voltage. The two inputs to the fuzzy controller are the input
power and DC bus energy level. The output of the fuzzy controller determines the
output power.
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Fig. 28 Diagram of fuzzy controller used for regulating DC bus voltage.
The fuzzy controller was designed using Matlab/Simulink Fuzzy toolbox. The
input membership functions were chosen by trial and error (see Fig. 29 and Fig. 30).
The output surface of the fuzzy controller is show in Fig. 34, and the rule sets are
shown in Fig. 33.

Fig. 29. Membership function for stored energy (input #1).
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Fig. 30. Membership function plot for input power (input #2).

Fig. 31. Membership function plot for output power.
1 If (Energy is lowest) and (Pin is lowest) then (Pout is low)
2 If (Energy is desired) and (Pin is lowest) then (Pout is mid)
3 If (Energy is desired) and (Pin is ideal) then (Pout is mid)
4 If (Energy is desired) and (Pin is max) then (Pout is mid)
5 If (Energy is max) and (Pin is lowest) then (Pout is ideal)
6 If (Energy is max) and (Pin is ideal) then (Pout is ideal)
7 If (Energy is max) and (Pin is max) then (Pout is ideal)
8 If (Energy is lowest) and (Pin is ideal) then (Pout is low)
9 If (Energy is lowest) and (Pin is max) then (Pout is low)
Fig. 32. Fuzzy logic rule set.
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Fig. 33. Fuzzy logic rules (graphical representation).
As can be seen from Fig. 35, the output power using fuzzy controller is
smoother than the previous controllers described. Further enhancements to the
membership functions of the fuzzy controller may improve the performance. Some of
these simulations, such as the fuzzy logic controller, have slightly higher average
output power than the input power. That is only because the controller is tapping into
the energy storage. Over the longer run, the average output power will be equal to or
less than the average input power.
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Fig. 34. Fuzzy logic output surface.

Fig. 35. Power output and DC bus voltage variation using an inverter with a minimum
rating of 200 kW and 200 F energy storage.
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3.4

Simulation Results
After performing simulations on various control schemes for regulating output

power and DC bus voltage, the PID controller was selected to sweep energy storage
capacitance and inverter output power to determine and compare DC bus voltage
variation. The simulations were performed under various sea conditions. The input
power dataset, generated from AQWA™, was provided by Columbia Power
Technologies and was based on their full scale system model. The capacitance of the
energy storage device was swept from 50 F to 300 F with inverter ratings from 150
kW to 400 kW. All the simulations were performed using the DC bus voltage PID
controller. One important finding from these plots is that the voltage variation seems
to plateau as the energy storage capacitance is increased. Therefore, there is an
optimal point in terms of cost and performance that can be derived from these plots.
Hs denotes the significant wave height, and Ts represents the wave period in the
following sections.

3.4.1 Sea State (Hs = 3.5 m, Ts = 9 s)
Average Input
Power
112 kW

Maximum
Power
0.99 MW
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Fig. 36. Input power profile for sea state condition: Hs = 3.5 m, Ts = 9 s.

Fig. 37. Simulation result for sea state condition: Hs = 3.5 m and Ts = 9 s.
Fig. 36 shows the generated input power data that was used in the model. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 37. Since the average input power is well below
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the lowest inverter rating of 150 kW, all the DC voltage variation plots for the
inverters are similar. It should be noted that the DC bus voltage variation is highly
dependent on the control scheme and the PID parameters. Also, the coefficient of
variation of the output power is independent of the energy storage capacitance. This is
due to the fact that the PID controller operates based on the energy level of the DC bus
link. The energy level at the DC bus is dependent on the input and the output power
and not on the capacitance of the energy storage. For this controller, a lower
capacitance will create a higher DC bus voltage variation. However, it does not affect
the output power curve. If the PID controller was operating based on the DC bus
voltage, the power curve would then become dependent on the capacitance of the
energy storage. For this sea state condition, it can be seen that in order to maintain a
maximum voltage variation of less than 50 V, a 150 kW inverter and a 120 F capacitor
bank is required.

3.4.2 Sea State (Hs = 4.5 m, Ts = 9 s)
Average Input
Power
198 KW

Maximum
Power
1.24 MW
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Fig. 38. Input power profile for sea state condition: Hs = 4.5 m, Ts = 9 s.

Fig. 39. Simulation result for sea state condition: Hs = 4.5 m and Ts = 9 s.
Fig. 38 shows the input power data that was used in the model. This input
dataset has a higher average power than the previously simulated sea condition in
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section 3.4.1. Therefore, higher capacitances are required in order to maintain similar
limits on the DC bus voltage variation. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 39.
While there are six curves in each plot, only three distinct curves can be observed. The
first distinct curve is for the 150 kW inverter. Its rating is below the average input
power of 200 kW. As a result, larger storage capacity is required in order to store the
excess energy. The curve for the 200 kW rated inverter is also distinct. All of the
other inverters which have higher power rating than the average input power, exhibit
similar behavior, hence, their DC bus voltage and output power plots are identical.
This is because the PID controller is tuned in such a way to create a smooth output
power curve. As a result, the benefit of using higher power inverter diminishes with
the use of energy storage and a slow response PID controller. It is important to note
that the charge rate of the energy storage unit may limit the allowable power
absorption by the energy storage, in this situation a higher power output inverter may
become necessary. All the simulations performed here do not take into account the
charge/discharge rate of the energy storage unit. It can be seen that in order to
maintain a maximum voltage variation of less than 50 V, an inverter with a minimum
rating of 250 kW and a 300 F capacitor bank are required. It is worth noting that the
maximum voltage variation starts to plateau as the capacitance is increased. The
energy storage requirements can further be reduced by modifying the PID parameters
to create a controller with a faster response. This, however, will be at the expense of
higher output power variation.
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3.4.3 Sea State (Hs = 4.5 m, Ts = 11 s)
Average
Power
138 kW

Maximum
Power
1.04 MW

Fig. 40. Input power profile for sea state condition: Hs = 4.5 m, Ts = 11 s.

Fig. 41. Simulation result for sea state condition: Hs = 4.5 m and Ts = 11 s.
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Fig. 40 shows the input power that was used in the model. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 41. It can be seen that in order to maintain a maximum
voltage variation of less than 50 V, an inverter with a minimum rating of 200 kW and
a 200 F capacitor bank are required. It is worth noting that the maximum voltage
variation starts to plateau as the capacitance is increased. Inverters with the ratings of
higher than or equal to 200 kW, have identical DC bus voltage and output power
variation. As discussed previously, this is due to the PID controller’s response time.

3.4.4 Sea State (Hs = 5.5 m, Ts = 11 s)
Average Input
Power
169 kW

Maximum
Power
1.37 MW

Fig. 42. Input power profile for sea state condition: Hs = 5.5 m, Ts=11 s.
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Fig. 43. Simulation result for sea state condition: Hs=5.5 m and Ts=11 s.
Fig. 42 shows the input power data that was used in the model. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 43. It can be seen that in order to maintain a maximum
voltage variation of less than 50 V, an inverter with a minimum rating of 250 kW and
a 300 F capacitor bank are required. Once again, the maximum voltage variation starts
to plateau as capacitance increases. Inverters with the rating of 250 kW or higher
exhibit identical performance. The reason for this was discussed in previous sections.

3.4.5 Sea State (Extreme Case)
Average Input
Power
203 kW

Maximum
Power
1.32 MW
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Fig. 44. Input power profile for extreme sea state condition.

Fig. 45. Simulation result for extreme sea state condition.
Fig. 44 shows the input power data that was used in the model. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 45. It can be seen that in order to maintain a maximum
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voltage variation of less than 50 V, an inverter with a minimum rating of 250 kW and
a 290 F capacitor bank are required. This sea state data is an extreme 50-year wave
condition that the WEC simply needs to survive. As a result, it may not be necessary
to size the energy storage for this sea state condition.

3.5 Discussion on Simulation Results
The simulations presented in section 3.4 were performed using a PID
controller with the following parameters: P = 0.0085, I =1 ∗ 10−5 , and D = 0.
The controller produces a smooth output power in order to avoid undesired effects
on the grid due to sudden output power variation. The output power variation is
directly affected by the PID controller’s response time. A faster PID controller
yields a lower DC bus voltage variation, however, it will increase the output
power variation. A slower PID controller will have a lower output power
variation, however, higher storage capacity is required in order to maintain the
DC bus voltage within an acceptable limit. Based on the simulation results, the
most cost efficient solution is to use an output power inverter that is rated slightly
above the expected average input power. Inverters that are rated above the input
power have similar performance in terms of output power coefficient of variation
(COV) and DC bus voltage variation as was seen in the simulation results. This
finding is true for the PID controller that was tuned to have a slow response time
and may not hold true for a faster controller. To illustrate this point, consider the
simulation results from section 3.4.3. In order to maintain a maximum DC bus
voltage variation of 50 V, an inverter with a minimum rating of 200 kW and a 200
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F capacitor bank are required. Fig. 46 shows the performance of the system using
the slow response PID controller. The coefficient of variation for the output
power for this simulation is around 0.17.

Fig. 46. Simulation result for a 200 kW inverter, and 200 F storage, using slow PID
controller
The ratings for the energy storage can be further lowered by using a faster PID
controller and allowing for higher output power variation. Fig. 47 shows the
performance of a PID controller with a faster response time. The energy storage
capacity required is 100 F as compared to 200 F obtained from the previous
simulation. The output power COV, however, is now 0.39 as compared to 0.17 for the
slower PID controller.
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Fig. 47 Simulation result for a 200 kW inverter, and 200 F storage, using a faster PID
controller
Based on the simulation results, in order to find the optimum energy storage
capacity for a wave energy converter, the power variation requirements need to be
satisfied first. This can be done by adjusting the controller’s response time to
produce an acceptable output power variation for a given sea state condition.
Once the controller is tuned, required output power rating and energy storage
capacity can be determined. This can easily be accomplished using our developed
models and graphical user interfaces.
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4

Conclusion

4.1 Discussion
This thesis presented a design for a programmable mooring controller for
scaled wave energy converter tank testing. The hardware was tested and validated in
the lab setting as well as during Columbia Power Technology’s 33rd scale tank testing.
The overall performance of the system was tested and validated. Further work is
required to select a more accurate motor with lower static friction and lower cogging
characteristics to improve performance for low level tensions. The performance of the
system can be further improved by replacing the mooring line with a more elastic cord
and by modifying the software so that it accurately calculates displacement based on
the encoder as well as the current tension on the line. The stretch length of the elastic
piece can be accurately calculated and compensated for by knowing the spring
constant and the actual tension.
The second half of this paper presented a simulation tool for selecting the
optimum GTI rating and energy storage capacity. Various control algorithms for
regulating the DC bus link and output power was developed and tested. First two
methods used PID controllers to maintain the energy level at the DC bus link. While
they both showed satisfactory DC bus voltage regulation, the output power variation
was high and could cause instability when used in conjunction with a weak grid. To
mitigate this problem, the response time of the controller was increased to produce a
smoother output power. Another model that was developed was a simple linear control
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and achieved similar performance when compared to the PID controller. It also
produced a smooth output power while maintaining the DC bus voltage within its
allowable limits.
Finally, a fuzzy controller was implemented. This control method had much
lower output power variation and good DC bus voltage regulation. It outperformed all
the previous implemented algorithms. Additional refinement of the membership
functions, as well as the fuzzy rule set, may further improve the power stability.

4.2 Future Work
For the programmable mooring controller a high performance motor with lower
static and dynamic friction should be chosen. Further research is required in
determining the most suitable material for the mooring line which has an acceptable
elasticity as well as low surface friction. The PLC software needs to be updated to take
into account the stretch length of the mooring line when calculating the displacement
of the WEC.
For the energy storage integration and performance analysis, the
charge/discharge rate as well as the equivalent series resistance should be taken into
account once the desired configuration has been determined. Incorporating economic
cost for energy storage and the output power inverter in the simulation will be helpful
in selecting the most optimum solution.
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Appendix

6.1 PLC Code
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6.2 Matlab Scripts
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Author: Mike Tavakoli
%Date:
01/01/2013
%Description: This script will run simulation on input power data
% providedby CPT. It will sweep energy storage capacitance for
various
% inverter ratings and plot the results.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Parameter Setup
warning off;
%load data to work space, calculate electrical energy for use for
simulink
clc
clear all
%List of files to run analysis on
fpath = 'Z:\Documents\Thesis Research\Matlab Codes\AQWA
Data\20121030\';
file1 = 'SS3509_D8x8_N2178_case8.mat';
file2 = 'SS4509_D7x7_N2186_case19_N2187_case5_case14.mat';
file3 = 'SS4511_D7x7_N2179_case19.mat';
file4 = 'SS5511_D7x7_N2186_case22_N2187_case8_case17.mat';
file5 = 'SSEX_D15x15_N2198_case1.mat';

for n = 1:5

switch n
case 1
file =sprintf('%s%s',fpath,file1);
figname = file1;
case 2
file =sprintf('%s%s',fpath,file2);
figname = file2;
case 3
file =sprintf('%s%s',fpath,file3);
figname = file3;
case 4
file =sprintf('%s%s',fpath,file4);
figname = file4;
case 5
file =sprintf('%s%s',fpath,file5);
figname = file5;
end

%load datafile and calculate electrical power
load(file);
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mData.time = 0.02 * (0:size(foreTorque)-1);
mData.signals.values = ((foreTorque .* foreVelocity) .*
StingRayelectricalPowerEff(foreTorque, foreVelocity));
mData.signals.values(~isfinite(mData.signals.values))=0;
simTime = sprintf('%d',floor(max(mData.time)));
set_param('FullSystem','stopTime',simTime);

%simulation sweep of capacitor values
Cap_Values = [100:50:300];
%Range of capacitor values
Res_Values= [.1:.2:10];
Power_values=1e3*[150:50:400];

Vmin = 520; %minimum desired DC Bus Voltage
Vmax = 750; %max desired DC Bus Voltage
Vdesired = 635; %Desired DC Bus Voltage
Vinit = Vdesired; %DC Bus Voltage at the begining of simulation
Pmin = 0;
%minimum power out
Pdesired = 100e3; %desired output power
Pmax = 150e3; %maximu power output (Watts)
PmaxSlope = 0.1; %max rate of change of power output
C= 25;
%capacitance of super caps
Rcap = 100;
%resistance of capacitor bank
PmaxResistor = 0; %max power the burning resistors can handle
BurnResistance = .01;
%resistance of burning resistor
VburnOn = 680 ; %voltage at which the burn resistor will turn on
%PID for the
P_controller
I_controller
D_controller

controller of output power
= .85;
= 0.5;
= 0;

%PID for burning resistor
P_resistor = 100;
I_resistor = 20;
D_resistor = 0;
trialNumber = 1;
simData = struct([]);
count = 0;
str = fprintf('Starting simulation...');
for pindex = 1:size(Power_values,2)
for index = 1:size(Cap_Values,2)
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count = count + 1;
end
end
BurnResistance = 10;

close all
for pindex = 1:size(Power_values,2)
Pmax = Power_values(pindex);
PmaxResistor = Pmax * 2; %max power the burning resistors can
handle
trialNumber = 1;
for index = 1:size(Cap_Values,2)
C=Cap_Values(index);
set_param('FullSystem','MaxConsecutiveZCsMsg','none');
sim( 'FullSystem' )
simData(pindex,trialNumber).name= strcat('Pmax= ' ,
int2str(Pmax), ',C=' , int2str(C));
simData(pindex,trialNumber).VburnOn = VburnOn;
simData(pindex,trialNumber).BurnResistance = BurnResistance;
simData(pindex,trialNumber).CapValue = C;
simData(pindex,trialNumber).Time =
Pout.Time(2:size(Pout.Time));
simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pout =
Pout.Data(2:size(Pout.Data));
simData(pindex,trialNumber).Vdc = Vdc.Data(2:size(Vdc.Data));
simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pburn =
Pburn.Data(2:size(Pburn.Data));
simData(pindex,trialNumber).VdcDeviation =
VdcDeviation.Data(2:size(VdcDeviation.Data));

%calc some stats:
minVdc(pindex,trialNumber)=min(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Vdc);
maxVdc(pindex,trialNumber)=max(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Vdc);
maxDcVariation(pindex,trialNumber)=max(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Vd
cDeviation);
averageVdc(pindex,trialNumber)=mean(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Vdc);

minPout(pindex,trialNumber)=min(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pout);
maxPout(pindex,trialNumber)=max(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pout);
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averagePout(pindex,trialNumber)=mean(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pout
);

minPburn(pindex,trialNumber)=min(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pburn);
maxPburn(pindex,trialNumber)=max(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pburn);
averagePbunr(pindex,trialNumber)=mean(simData(pindex,trialNumber).Pbu
rn);
clc
str = fprintf('%d of %d runs completed.\n',
trialNumber+(pindex-1)*size(Cap_Values,2), count);
trialNumber = trialNumber + 1;
end
end
figure
minDcLine(1:length(Cap_Values))=Vmin;
maxDcLine(1:length(Cap_Values))=Vmax;
maxPoutPlot(1:length(Cap_Values))=Pdesired;

%

%

%

for i =1:size(Power_values,2)
mylegend(i,:)=int2str(Power_values(i));
mylegend(i,:)=sprintf('%g KW',Power_values(i)/1000);
end

%Plot Average Power
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Cap_Values,averagePout)
title('Average Power')
legend('100KW','125KW','150KW','175KW','200KW')
legend(mylegend)
xlabel('Capacitance (F)')
ylabel('Power (W)')

%Plot Max Dc Variation
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(Cap_Values,maxDcVariation)
title('Max DC Voltage Variation')
legend('100KW','125KW','150KW','175KW','200KW')
legend(mylegend)
xlabel('Capacitance (F)')
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
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%save data into file
save('test.mat', 'simData');
figpath = 'Z:\Documents\Thesis Research\Matlab Codes\figures\';
fname = strrep(figname, '.mat','SWEEP_COMPLEX_PID');
% saveas(gcf,[figpath,filesep,fname],'fig');
% close
end

